
BRINK DESIGN VALVE
EXCELLENT AIR AND DESIGN IN YOUR HOME 

For Brink Climate Systems, excellent air is the standard. 

This is achieved by a wide variety of solutions ranging from  

ventilation to heating. The Brink Design Valve is now part of 

our ventilation solutions. The valve ensures silent supply and 

exhaust of air. Its beautiful appearance makes it fit into any 

interior. 

Coanda effect, no draught sensation

No stains on ceiling or wall

Elegant and timeless design

Easy installation

Silent

Advantages

Coanda effect

The Coanda effect makes the airflow follow the ceiling or 

wall surface for as long as possible. This way, the outflowing 

air is distributed at 360 degrees over the entire room, 

precluding a draught sensation.



Easy and flexible

Finesse

With its timeless design, the Design Valve neatly fits into 

any home. The standard 125 mm duct connection allows it 

to be installed in all central ventilation systems. Placing the 

valve is simply a matter of clicking in without using any tools. 

The Design Valve is easy to keep clean. The wide rim around 

the product ensures that dark spots caused by dirty air are a 

thing of the past.

The Design Valve comes in a round or rectangular shape

and in the colour bright white (RAL 9016). The diameter of the 

round version is only 228 mm and the rectangular one is 

230 mm square. 
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Comfortable air

The Design Valve provides a comfortable and evenly 

distributed air supply, so no draught sensation. The low 

pressure drop results in silent air supply and exhaust at a 

low energy consumption. The nine valve settings allow you 

to set the air outflow rate to suit your wishes.


